


Importance of Symbols

“All that it will be possible for us to do in this section will be to impart the truth in 
three ways.  Through the illumination of the student's mind as he studies the 
stanzas of Dzyan which will be found at the commencement of the treatise.  
Secondly, through the realisation that will come to the student as he correlates 
and ponders upon the various occult fragments found scattered through the 
pages…

Thirdly, through the consideration of the various charts and word pictures which 
will be found also scattered through the Treatise.  The student of the new era will 
approach much that he has to master through the medium of the eye, learning 
thereby to appreciate and solve that which is presented to him in the form of 
lines and diagrams.  All is symbol and these symbols must be mastered. “ 

(TCF 1232)



Part 1 .

Triangles a brief recapitulation
“This you can do now, and you can form thus the nucleus of 
that great interwoven pattern of light and of goodwill which 
must underlie or "substand" all exoteric work of renovation, 
renewal, rehabilitation and reconstruction. I ask you and 
other disciples, therefore, again to work with renewed 
interest at the forming of triangles, reaching people who 
are already active, and seek to aid them in forming new 
triangles. This is a work of major importance and has the 
endorsement of the Hierarchy.
(DINA 2 38-39)

.







Star of Life.
• “This is done by the creation of division, by the 

… application of directed motion and the 
appearance of two triangles in the place of one 
square. When this has taken place, the 
perceiving consciousness recognises identity and 
the rule of the square is ended. These words 
were once spoken to me by an ancient seer who 
bisected the square esoterically, thus forming 
two triangles and united them in a fresh 
manifestation to form a Star of Life. Ponder on 
this.” (EA 480)









AUM

• "The secret of the Fire lies hid in the second 
letter of the Sacred Word.  The mystery of life 
is concealed within the heart.  When the 
lower point vibrates, when the Sacred 
Triangle glows, when the point, the middle 
centre and the apex, connect and circulate 
the Fire, when the threefold apex likewise 
burns, then the two triangles—the greater 
and the lesser—merge into one Flame, which 
burneth up the whole.“ (TCF 1227)

















Grasping symbolically through the Science of 
Triangles these interlacing streams of energy

“I wonder if you can grasp at least partially and symbolically the 
fact that these triangles must not be thought of as placed, static 
and eternally the same, or even as three dimensional. They must 
be regarded as in rapid movement, revolving eternally in space 
and ceaselessly moving onward and as of fourth and fifth 
dimensional extension. There is no way of depicting them or of 
bringing them visually to your attention, for only the inner eye of 
vision can imagine their progression, position or appearance…
It is useless for students to attempt to unravel this aggregation of 
interlacing streams of energy. All that is now possible for man with 
his present equipment is to accept hypothetically these 
statements anent certain major triangles which affect humanity 
and seek to prove their effect and to endeavour to arrive at some 
understanding of that intricate, interwoven network which he 
himself possesses and to which he gives the name "etheric body." 
(EA 418-20)









Part 2.

Exploring the Science of Triangles, and         
the circulation and linking of these    
different electric forces prior to and 
during the divine initiatory experience.







Triangles as Living Energy

“Owing to the constant movement everywhere, inherent in the 
solar system and the zodiac—onward, interior and revolving—
some idea can be grasped of the intricacy of the entire pattern. A 
further aid to the grasping of this essential beauty of coordinated 
and organised movement and its power to qualify and condition 
the entire universal pattern can be gained by those students who 
have studied somewhat the various triangles to be found in the 
etheric body of man through the inter-relation of the seven 
centres to which I have referred elsewhere in my various books. 
These centres, when awakened and alive, are swept finally within 
the radius of each others' sphere of action; from the point of 
view of living energy, the circumference of these wheels or 
vortices of force becomes so enlarged that they eventually  
overlap and touch…” (EA 418-20)









Part 3
The vortex and the funnel .

.



128 references to the vortex and funnel.

In describing the first esoteric triangle for meditation the 
disciple must according to the Tibetan create a triangle of force 

between the 12-petaled lotus, the ajna center and the heart 
center in this way: "This is in reality more in the nature of a 

funnel. of reception than a triangle." (DNA2:182) 







Whirling Vortex 
creates petals

"In the whirling of the 
force through the vortex 
(which whirling forms the 
petals of the lotus) it will 
be observed that certain 
petals predominantly 
stand out, …” (LOM:85)





From out that Cone of Fire

THE PORTAL

“From out that cone of fire, echoing from its 
heart, swift to his ears a voice that said:  
"Behold the place of God."

From out the cone of fire a note fell on his ear 
that touched a chord within his breast, and 
awakened quick response.” (R&I vol. 5 766) 













Part 4. The Soul as a Vortex

“The symbology of the antahkarana tends badly 
to complicate the grasp of its real nature. May I 
remind you that, just as the soul is not a twelve-
petalled lotus floating around in mental 
substance, but is in reality a vortex of force or 
twelve energies held together by the will of the 
spiritual entity (the Monad on its own plane)” 
DINA 2, 194
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